ARTD 103: Photography and
Image Framing
Fall 2014

Course Description

ARTD 103: Photography and
Image Framing
Fall 2014
2 Credits
Time & Location
Thursdays
2:30 PM – 4:20 PM
537 VisCom Lab
Instructor
Ryan Torma
ryan.torma@tlc.edu
651-238-8899
@ryantorma
Office Hours
By Appointment

With the advent of digital photography we now live in a world that is generating more photos per
day than any one person could even hope to see in a lifetime. But what are the basic elements of
a strong image? How can we choose images that most appropriately meet the needs of a given
project or task? And how does the role of cropping and context radically change the experience
of a photo?

Prerequisites
None.

Required Texts
• Gatcum, C. (2013). The Beginner’s Photography Guide. New York, NY: Dorling Kindersley
Limited.

Required Technology and Software
Camera
This course requires that you have a digital camera that is one of the following types:
• A
 digital SLR with a wide angle to short telephoto zoom lens or with a fixed focal length
normal or wide angle lens.
• An advanced point and shoot camera that exposure modes and can be set in manual mode.
• A micro 4/3rds camera with a wide angle to short telephoto zoom lens or with a fixed focal
length normal or wide angle lens.
• Other cameras may be permitted with instructor approval.
Smart-phone cameras, basic point and shoot cameras, and film cameras are insufficient for the
needs this course. If you have questions about your camera and if it meets the requirements for
this course, please contact me. Please bring your camera to class each week.

Computer & Software
You are required to have access to a Mac or PC computer with photo editing software such
as Adobe Photoshop or Adobe Lightroom. These computers and software are available in the
VisCom lab for your use.
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Course Competencies & Grading

“If your photographs
aren’t good enough,
you aren’t close
enough.”
– Robert Capa

To pass this course, you must complete and demonstrate your knowledge and skills for all of the
following competencies. You will demonstrate your abilities through assignments and quizzes
given in class. The instructor will review your work to determine if it meets the requirements
of the competency and will provide you feedback. In some of the categories there are bonus
competencies; you are not required to complete the bonus competencies, however by
completing them you can increase your grade in the course.
Grade
A
B
C
D
F

Description
Completing all of the core competencies and 7 or more bonus competencies.
Completing all of the competencies and 3 or more bonus competencies.
Completing all of the competencies and up to 2 bonus competencies.
Not completing between 1 and 5 of the competencies.*
Not completing 6 or more of the competencies.*
* Bonus competencies do not offset the number of missed required
competencies.

The Trinity policy is that all courses required for graduation must be completed with a C- or
higher.

Course Workload Expectations
As a 2 credit course, you will be expected to do a minimum of 90 hours of total learning work
on this course, averaging 6 hours of work per week. Trinity utilizes the Carnegie Unit of Credit,
providing an accurate academic measurement and credit/course-load/disciplinary comparability
ensuring consistency throughout the college. This is the standard of academic measurement
compatible in the field of higher education.
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Core Competencies
Camera Basics
1.

Explain the difference between .jpg and RAW.

2.

 escribe the type of camera that you use and how it is different
D
from other camera types.

Metering
3.

Show how make a correct exposure in Manual mode.

4.

 reate a photo in a back-lit situation that correctly exposes the
C
subject.

Exposure
5.

Explain ISO and what the trade-offs are for different settings.

6.

Explain how aperture impacts exposure and its trade-offs.

7.

Explain how shutter speed impacts exposure and its trade-offs.

8.

 how how to achieve proper exposure using at least two different
S
settings of ISO/Shutter Speed/ Aperture.

9.

 hoose a preset mode on your camera, such as Portrait Mode or
C
Aperture Priority. Describe how your chosen mode operates and
which aspects of exposure it emphasizes.

Focusing
10. Create a photo with an off-center focal point.
11. Create a photo with a shallow depth of field.
12. Create a photo with a deep depth of field.
Lenses
13. C
 reate an image that highlights the field of view capabilities of a
wide-angle, normal, or a telephoto lens. Describe how the lens
affected the appearance of your photograph.
14. D
 escribe how a camera’s sensor size impacts focal length and
field of view.
15. Describe the differences of fixed and variable f-range lenses.
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Available Light Shooting
16. C
 reate a properly exposed image in a bright light situation
without using a flash.
17. C
 reate a properly exposed image in a dim or low-light situation
without using a flash.
18. S
 how how to adjust the white balance of a photo, either in the
camera or when editing.
Flash
19. Create a photo using fill flash.
20. Describe how light fall off works.
Editing & Enhancement
21. Import photos to a computer.
22. Show how to crop an image.
23. Use photoshop or another editor to spot an image.
24. Show how to convert an image from color to black & white.
Composition
25. Demonstrate use of the rule of thirds.
26. Demonstrate the use of a centered composition.
27. Create a photograph that shows use of negative space.
28. C
 reate a portrait that shows proper use of exposure, framing and
depth of field.
29. C
 reate an action shot or a candid portrait that shows proper use
of exposure, framing, and shutter speed to freeze or blur motion.
30. C
 reate a landscape photo that shows proper use of exposure,
framing, depth of field.
31. C
 reate a photo essay containing at least 3 photos which show
good story telling and proper use of exposure and composition.
Critique
32. Give good feedback and constructive criticism to you classmates.
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Bonus Competencies
Exposure
33. S
 how or describe how to use exposure compensation on a
camera.
34. D
 escribe the differences between a reflective meter and an
incident meter.
35. Show how to use the Sunny 16 Rule.
Focusing
36. Describe the differences between at least two focus modes.
37. Create a photo using macro.

Composition
45. Create a photograph that demonstrates juxtaposition.
46. Bonus for excellent composition in a photograph.
47. Bonus for excellent composition in a photograph.
48. Bonus for excellent composition in a photograph.
49. Bonus for excellent composition in a photograph.
Critique
50. H
 elp a classmate understand a concept. (To receive this, you
must be nominated by a classmate who must describe how you
helped them.)

38. Explain pre-focusing or zone focusing.
39. Explain how to use hyper-focal focusing.
Lenses
40. D
 escribe the trade-offs in using a fixed focal length (prime) lens
or a zoom lens.
41. Describe what the numbers on the front a lens indicate.
42. C
 reate a photo that shows either barrel or pincushion lens
distortion.
Flash
43. C
 reate an image that uses second curtain shutter sync. Describe
why this is important.
Editing & Enhancement
44. E
 xplain a histogram, show how to adjust levels to enhance an
image.
The Rule of Thirds is a composition device which subdivides the frame
into three parts. Placing the subject of the photograph at one of the
intersection points often results in a pleasing composition.
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Course Schedule

Depth of Field indicates the amount of distance from the camera that
is in focus. A photo that has shallow depth of field has very little of the
depth of the scene in focus. A photo with a deep depth of field has
nearly or all of the scene in focus..

Week

Date

Topic & Assignments

1

8/28

Camera Basics & Exposure
Read: Gatcum 1-47

2

9/4

Metering
Read: Gatcum 76-84
Exposure Assignment Due

3

9/11

Exposure II
Read: Gatcum 48-75
Metering Assignment Due

4

9/18

Focusing
Read: Gatcum 88-99
Exposure II Assignment Due

5

9/25

Lenses
Read: Gatcum 102-119
Focusing Assignment Due

6

10/2

Available Light Shooting
Read: Gatcum 122-147
Lens Assignment Due

7

10/9

Flash
Read: Gatcum 148-163
Available Light Assignment Due

8

10/16

No class, fall break

9

10/23

Editing & Enhancement
Read: Gatcum 165-181
Flash Assignment Due

10

10/30

Portraits
Editing Assignment Due

11

11/6

Action & Candid Portraits
Portrait Assignment Due

12

11/13

Landscapes
Candid Portrait Assignment Due

13

11/20

Photo Essay
Landscape Assignment Due

14

11/27

No class, Thanksgiving

15

12/4

Work Week
Photo Essay Assignment Due

Finals
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Finals Week
All competencies must be completed by 12/11.
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Course Policies
Attendance: Trinity Lutheran College expects students to attend
all classes. Students are considered responsible for material and
assignments that are covered in all classes. Students are expected to be
on time for the start of class.
Respect: Students are expected to practice mutual respect for all
students, respectfully listening and civilly discussing the viewpoints
represented.
Laptops/Netbooks/Phones: In order to foster an environment
conducive to learning, students will be expected to use laptops and
smart phones for classroom learning only. Students using laptops/
smart phones for other purposes (i.e. email, games, etc.) will lose the
privilege of using them in the classroom. Phones are to be turned OFF
or silenced during class time.
Disruptions during class time: Leaving class is allowed for illness and
emergencies. Keep non-essential disruptions, such as bathroom visits,
until break time or after class.

Academic Policies and Other Considerations
Academic Freedom: Academic freedom and freedom of inquiry are
rooted within our commitment to all truth as God’s truth. Therefore,
we belong to a tradition that does not seek to suppress freedom of
inquiry, but to pursue it as an essential component of our faith and
our academic program. The college encourages students and faculty
to examine data, to question assumptions, to be freely guided by
evidence, and to be learners and scholars together in the pursuit of
truth.
Copies of Student Work: A student who does not wish to have copies
of his or her work made available for accreditation or institutional selfstudy must indicate so in writing to the instructor prior to the end of the
second week of classes.
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Syllabus Changes: The instructor reserves the right to alter this
syllabus in response to student interest, instructor discretion, or
unforeseen circumstances.
Policy on Incompletes: See the current catalog.
Repeated Course: Please inform the instructor if you are repeating this
course.
Appealing Final Grades: Students may contest a course grade up until
midterm break of the following semester as all graded course work will
be kept until then.

Special Accommodations:
Trinity Lutheran College is committed to providing reasonable
accommodations for persons with disabilities whenever possible. This
syllabus will be available to students in alternate formats upon request.
Students with disabilities who need accommodations must contact the
Dean of Students to file documentation of his or her disabilities and to
create a plan for accommodations needed. While documentation can
be filed at any point in the semester, accommodations may not be able
to be provided retroactively, so it is best to meet with the Dean before
or within the first week of classes. Students are responsible for costs
related to professional testing for learning disabilities.

Academic Honesty
Academic Honesty: Academic honesty is expected of all students at
all times at Trinity Lutheran College. Academic dishonesty constitutes a
serious violation of scholarship standards that can result in substantial
penalties, including denial of credit in a course, as well as dismissal
from the college. Any act that involves misrepresentation regarding the
student’s academic work or that abridges the rights of other students
to fair academic competition is forbidden (e.g., revealing contents of
exams or quizzes).
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Academic dishonesty includes, but is not limited to, cheating on
assignments or exams, plagiarizing (misrepresenting another’s
work, including software programs, as one’s own original creation),
submitting the same (or substantially the same) paper in more than
one course without prior consent of all instructors concerned, and
depriving others of necessary academic sources. Students charged with
academic dishonesty have the right to appeal any disciplinary action to
the Academic Committee.
Trinity Lutheran College Conduct Policies for those who are
suspected of Plagiarism: If a faculty member has evidence of
plagiarism, they have the ability to select one of the following
sanctions: A zero on the assignment; An “F” in the class; or
Recommendation of expulsion. For a full definition of plagiarism, please
refer to the academic policies in the Academic Catalog.
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